Sample AEL Training Schedules

Schedule with 2 Presenters

Day 1:
- Open to slide 16 – Intro, Norms, AEL description (Lauralee)
- Creating a Positive School Culture, sl. 17 – 26 (Anna)
- Making Connections, sl. 27 – 34 (Anna)
- Team Dysfunctions, Quick Decisions-intro right before lunch sl. 35 – 40 (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Norms Check, Anchor Your Learning, Establishing Vision “Core Values and Before” , Sl. 41 – 62 (Lauralee)
- Establishing Vision, “During”, sl. 63-69 (Anna)
- Establishing Vision, “After”, sl. 70-75 (Lauralee)
- Personal Vision, Closure, sl. 76 – 80 (Anna)

Day 2:
- Open to slide 16 – Compass Points, The Draw to Leadership, Personal Vision, Reflecting & Organizing for Action, Leadership Styles, Microlabs, Reflecting & Organizing for Action (Anna)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Conflict Resolution, sl. 17 – 24 (Lauralee)
- Complex Pieces, Anchor Your Learning, Developing Self (brief)  sl. 25 – 30 (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Improving Instruction, sl. 31 – 43 (Anna)
- Chalk Talk, Hopes & Fears, sl. 44 – 46 (Anna)
- Coaching, Website, Closure, sl. 47 – 53 (Lauralee)

Day 3:
- Open to slide 10 – What’s your App?, Coaching, Mentoring, Supervising (Anna)
- Coaching Consultants, Coaching the Coach, Effective Conferencing sl. 12-20 (Anna)
- Kaleidoscope, slide. 21-22 (end at 11:30 and go to lunch)

(This is a slight change from the trainer guide. Anna will leave at 11:30 for the airport, and Lauralee will finish her meeting. Participants will return from lunch at approx. 12:30 and Lauralee will finish out the afternoon. The difference is that in the trainer guide, the first part of Managing Data and Processes is done before lunch.)
- Anchor Your Learning & Rattlesnake Alert, sl. 29-31 (Lauralee)
- Managing Data & Processes, sl. 23-29 (Lauralee)
- Managing Data & Processes, sl. 32-37 (Lauralee)
- Leadership Analogy, sl. 38 – 44 (Lauralee)
- World Café, Closure, sl. 44 – 49 (Lauralee)
Sample AEL Training Schedules

Schedule with 3 Presenters

Day 1:
- Open to slide 16 – Intro, Norms, AEL description (Lauralee)
- Creating a Positive School Culture, sl. 17 – 26 (Chris)
- Making Connections, sl. 27 – 34 (Chris)
- Team Dysfunctions, sl. 35 – 40 (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Establishing Vision, (including Core Values, Before/During/After), Sl. 41 – 75 (Chris)
- Personal Vision, Closure, sl. 76 – 80 (Lauralee)

Day 2:
- Open to slide 16 – Compass Points, Personal Vision, Reflecting & Organizing for Action (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Conflict Resolution, sl. 17 – 24 (Chris)
- Complex Pieces, sl. 25 – 30 (Lori)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Improving Instruction, sl. 31 – 43 (Chris)
- Chalk Talk, Hopes & Fears, sl. 44 – 46 (Lori)
- Coaching, Website, Closure, sl. 47 – 53 (Lauralee)

Day 3:
- Open to slide 15 – What’s your App?, Coaching, Mentoring, Supervising, Coaching Consultants, Coaching the Coach (Chris)
- Effective Conferencing, sl. 16 – 20 (Lauralee)
- Kaleidoscope, Managing Data & Processes, Analogy, sl. 21 – 44 (Lori)
- World Café, Closure, sl. 44 – 49 (Lauralee)
Sample AEL Training Schedules

Schedule with 4 Presenters

Day 1:

- Open to slide 16 – Intro, Norms, AEL description (Anna)
- Creating a Positive School Culture, sl. 17 – 26 (Lori)
- Making Connections, Team Dysfunctions, sl. 27 – 38 (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Norms Check, Anchor Your Learning sl. 39-46(Anna)
- Establishing Vision: Core Values and “Before”, sl. 47-62 (Chris)
- Establishing Vision: “During”, sl. 63-69 (Lori)
- Establishing Vision: “After”, sl. 70-75 (Chris)
- Personal Vision, Closure, sl. 76 – 78 (Anna)

Day 2:

- Open to slide 10 – Compass Points, The Draw to Leadership, Personal Vision, Anchor Your Learning, (Lori)
- Developing Self & Others-Leadership Style, Microlabs, Reflecting & Organizing for Action, sl. 11-16 (Anna)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Conflict Resolution, sl. 17 – 24 (Lauralee)
- Complex Pieces, Anchor Your Learning, Developing Self(brief), sl. 25 – 30 (Lauralee)
- Rattlesnake Alert, Improving Instruction, sl. 31 – 43 (Chris)
- Chalk Talk, Hopes & Fears, sl. 44 – 46 (Anna)
- Coaching, sl. 47-51 (Lori)
- Website, Closure, sl. 52-53 (Lauralee)

Day 3:

- Open to slide 11 – What’s your App?, Coaching, Mentoring, Supervising (Anna)
- Coaching Consultants, Coaching the Coach, Effective Conferencing, sl. 12-20 (Lauralee)
- Kaleidoscope, Managing Data & Processes (before lunch) & Anchor Your Learning, sl. 21-30 (Chris)
- (approx. 1:30, after lunch)-Rattlesnake Alert, Managing Data & Processes, Analogy, sl. 31-44 (Lori)
- World Café, Closure, sl. 44 – 49 (Anna)